suMMARY In six healthy subjects cortical potentials were evoked by rapidly changing heating or cooling stimuli to the hand. Recordings were made from the contralateral scalp area overlying the sensori-motor cortex, referred to a frontal reference. The heat stimulation of the extremities have failed'6 1819 but Fruhstorfer and colleagues2' recorded such cortical potentials to hand stimulation from eight of 15 healthy individuals. Chatt and Kenshalo2' were also successful in recording cortical potentials to heat stimulation of the hand in three normal subjects.
Conventional peripheral sensory nerve conduction and somatosensory evoked potential (SEP) studies allow the assessment of function in the peripheral and central projections of large fibre afferent pathways.23 These methods provide no information on the integrity of the unmyelinated (C) and the thinly myelinated (Ab) peripheral nerve fibres or their central pathways.23 Cortical potentials, evoked by large fibre activation are recorded by transcutaneous electrical stimulation of peripheral nerves4 or by modality specific stimulation of their end organs. ' Peripheral nerve fibres serving cold sensation are in the range of thinly myelinated (Ab) group while fibres serving warm receptors are unmyelinated.>" Measurement of the perception thresholds to graded heat or cold stimuli represents one method of evaluation of the functional integrity of these fibre populations and their central pathways."2"5 The recording of cortical responses to heat and cold stimuli may offer an alternative objective method of assessment. There have been attempts in the past with varying success to record cortical potentials to thermal stimulation ofthe extremities. Duclaux et al "6 recorded cortical potentials to cooling of the hand in 10 out of 12 young healthy subjects. Chatt and Kenshalo" recorded evoked potentials to cooling ofthe hand in two healthy subjects. Most attempts to record cortical potentials to heat stimulation of the extremities have failed '6 1819 but Fruhstorfer and colleagues2' recorded such cortical potentials to hand stimulation from eight of 15 healthy individuals. Chatt and Kenshalo2' were also successful in recording cortical potentials to heat stimulation of the hand in three normal subjects.
The purpose of our research in this field is to obtain more consistent results by modification of both the stimulation and recording techniques. We have used a system, designed in our laboratory and capable of delivering heat and cold stimuli of defined onset, high rates of temperature change and free of tactile cues. This is a preliminary report of the results of the application of our method in six control subjects and two patients with selective involvement of small fibre pathways.
Methods
Cutaneous thennal stimulation for the recording of the cerebral evoked potentials was achieved by the use of a stimulator which delivered thermal stimuli free oftactile cues. The stimulating system used is a modification of that 99 suggestive of severe selective small fibre neuropathy. His symptoms included constant burning pain in the skin of the soles of the feet, worse at night, a dull deeply seated aching pain in the feet and features of autonomic dysfunction.5
Examination revealed reduced pinprick and temperature sensation in both feet below the ankles and both hands below the wrists.
Motor and sensory conductions, EMG and SEP to median and posterior tibial nerve stimulation were There are certain aspects of the methodology that require elaboration. The temperature to which the skin of the hand is adapted is an important factor in the determination of the dynamic response of specific human warm and cold receptors to sudden changes in skin temperature.9 27-29 Basic skin temperatures of 35°C, for heat stimulation, and of 30°C for cold stimulation were chosen as the corresponding '-29 The steeper the rate of change of stimulating temperature, the larger the number of specific thermal units activated, the higher the frequency ofdischarge produced9 27 28 30 and the greater the degree of synchrony of the cortical input. Stimulators based on electrical activation of thermoelectric elements were not used as they are incapable of delivering thermal stimuli at a sufficiently high rate of temperature change required in this study. The intensities ofthermal stimuli applied are within the range in which specific warm or cold receptors, but not nociceptors, are activated.9 "
The greater latency of heat evoked potentials compared with those elicited by cold stimulation accords well with other observations: specific receptors serve heat and cold sensation;32 the reaction time to heat stimulation is longer than that to cold stimulation;3" conduction along nerve fibres subserving heat receptors (unmyelinated C type) is slower than along those serving cold receptors (thinly myelinated Ab type)' 0 133 and heat and cold sensations could be dissociated during differential blocking of peripheral nerves.34 3S
It is unlikely that the ipsilateral cortical potential arising from thermal stimulation of the hand is due to volume conduction from the contralateral cortex as there is a substantial latency difference between the two potentials ( fig 5) . Contamination by potentials present at the reference electrode is unlikely since very little difference was noted when the same ipsilateral potential was recorded using an ipsilateral shoulder reference. The ipsilateral potential is, therefore, likely to be a "true" cortical response. Ipsilateral potentials, to electrical stimulation of the median nerve in SEP studies, with longer latencies compared to the contralateral potentials have been recorded in man.6 " These authors suggested that the latency difference might be a manifestation of interhemispheric conduction time through the corpus callosum. We can only speculate that the ipsilateral potentials to thermal stimuli recorded in our subjects (fig 5) may have a similar explanation. Alternatively the ipsilateral potential could be due to projection of uncrossed ascending thermal fibres to the ipsilateral sensory cortex. Projection of some of the second sensory neurons in the small fibre afferent system to the ipsilateral thalamus through the ipsilateral spino-cervical tract, which predominantly includes afferent cutaneous fibres from the forelimb, has been claimed.3738 The anatomical and functional existence of the spino-cervical tract in man, however, remains to be demonstrated.9 Single neurons in both the ipsilateral and contralateral primary sensory cortex of rats have been reported to respond to temperature stimulation of one side of the scrotal skin.39
There is also evidence, from psychophysical studies, that simultaneous temperature stimuli applied to Jamal, Hansen, Weir, Ballantyne bilateral identical sites do summate in mane"' and it is possible that this phenomenon is a consequence of some sort of interhemispheric connection.
Cortical potentials to thermal stimulation could not be evoked in either patient 1 or the right hand in patient 2 (figs 6 and 7). Abnormality of thermal sensation threshold is found in patients with selective small fibre neuropathy and this is probably due to the involvement of the specific thermal receptors and/or nerve fibres serving thermal sensation.42 The absence of thermal evoked cortical potentials in patient 1 is, therefore, likely to be due to failure to produce an adequate afferent volley in the peripheral nerve.
The abnormality of thermal sensation in patient 2 with absent cortical responses to the stimulation of the right hand (fig 7) , unilateral clinical evidence of small fibre dysfunction and the elevation of thermal thresholds in the right upper limb is probably due to the involvement ofthermal pathway in the spinal cord by the syrinx. The likely site of involvement is the anterior commissure.
These investigations were designed to test the hypothesis that recording of thermal evoked potentials may be ofvalue in small fibre ablation syndromes. We 
